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The software should install in whichever language your computer's regional settings are defaulted to, however, if this is not the case, you can change your UI language by going to the Options menu, then General > Application Defaults and selecting the language of your choice.

 

The available UI languages are English, Portuguese, Spanish, Italian, French, German, and Dutch



	From the "User Interface language" dropdown menu, select your chosen language and click "OK". 

	If you are using a current version, the application will close and re-open with the selected User Interface language. You do not need to do anything more.


	If you are using v6.5 or earlier, continue to Step 2.


 





	Since Legacy version (6.5 and earlier) is no longer supported, you will not be able to download the file from the website as it no longer exists (if you installed using the CD, you can still use that option). You will need to manually download the file using the path below. Once you've downloaded the file (this is a .zip file - do not extract it), you can use the "Select the file" option to upload it.


 


	The program will ask you to restart it. Once you have done so, your PDF2XL will be in the language of your choice.




After a language has been installed, you will be able to simply switch back and forth between the languages without any more installations.



 

Download Path

The following path is where you can download the language file for your specific version. You need to change the italic selections to suit your particular need. EDITION and LANGUAGE codes are listed below for reference.

 

https://pdf2xl.com/IUC/PDF2XL-EDITION/full-LANGUAGE-0.0.0.0.zip

(delete -EDITION if you have the Basic PDF2XL version)

 

Example: to download the Spanish version for PDF2XL Enterprise v6.5.7.2, your path would be as follows:

https://pdf2xl.com/IUC/PDF2XL-enterprise/full-es-6.5.7.2.zip

 

	Edition

	Language 

	Language Code


	PDF2XL

	Portuguese

	pt


	PDF2XL-ocr 

	Spanish

	es


	PDF2XL-enterprise

	Italian

	it


	PDF2XL-cli

	French

	fr


	 

	German

	de


	 

	Dutch

	nl
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